GIANT BALLS OF GOLD
As recorded by Steve Vai
(From the 2001 Album ALIVE IN AN ULTRA WORLD)

Transcribed by Julien 777

Moderate Rock \( \frac{4}{4} \) = 85

**A Main Riff**

**B Theme**

Gtr I, II (dist.)

* Key signature denotes E

**Notes:**
- Gtrs I, II
- Gtr II w/flange
- Sl.: slurred
- W/delay & flange

---
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[Interlude]

* Let ring the notes to obtain a highly melodic dissonance
* Strange whammy bar exertion in the 4 next bars

---

**PS.**
F Outro

```
let ring ~ A.H. *21/2
spoken: Thank you!
```